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          Question:

I am unable to add an image, either remote (https) nor local (file) from the footer or header template. How can I add an image?

Answer:

If you search for headerTemplate on this site you can see the options for headers and footers.
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Chrome DevTools Protocol


  Chrome DevTools Protocol - version tot - Page domain



  

  
    
    
  


  



As for images, while its not clear from above, Chromium has extra restrictions on the header/footer templates. In particular remote resources cannot be loaded.
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PDF Gotchas with Headless Chrome


  Generating PDF reports is one of those features that every enterprise developer will implement at some point in their career. I had my turn on a project with my previous employer. After exploring the available options, I settled on using Chrome’s...



  

  
    
    
  


  



Instead, you can Base64 encode your image file as described above.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert HTML to PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Serialization / Saving PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core) - About saving a document
	Semantic Compare on Cross-Platform (Core) - Exclusion Zones
	Code samples to create / generate PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	HTML2PDF - public void setHeader (String header)
	HTML2PDF.TOCSettings - public TOCSettings ()
	HTML2PDF.Proxy - public void setHost (String host)

Forums:	Can’t convert html to pdf
	HTML2PDF Radio Buttons Not Generating as Form Fields
	How to Show HTML Table Headers on Every Page?
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